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A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a

lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!
As you may have read in the Introduction document and the
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.
So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips.
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites.
Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.
So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay
installment.

◀
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Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand

in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!
But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the netbook was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written
notes.
Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style
shortcuts. So, when you see meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,”
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a
hand-written diary.

+

Navigation Tips
These interactive PDFs include…
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events, use
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy;
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and;
various hyperlinks.
You may also just page through by…
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or;
right side tapping/right left swiping;
depending on your viewing device.
➧ Zoom the pictures to examine details.

(Don’t forget to use your Bookmarks!)
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Preparation

Father called me and said, “Did you see that ad in the last issue of

Budget Travel? The one for a trip to Paris for five nights for four
hundred fifty dollars?” Of course there are always ads for cheap
fares and package deals, but once you include all the taxes and fees,
they are never the price advertised.
“Well, you know that’s not going to be the final price,” I said.
“And I’ll bet that whatever the final price is, Loie can beat it. She’s
the expert at low fares and good prices on lodging.”
“No,” said Father. “You can’t beat the packages.”
Now, in some cases he was probably right. Package deals to
tourist destinations like Disney World or Cancun are usually rock
bottom, and you really can’t beat them on your own. But places
like Paris, where lodging is at a premium, and business travelers are
flocking, are a different story. Places like Paris don’t need to go out
of their way to attract the light spenders.
“Yes,” I said. “I’m sure Loie could beat the actual, real final price
of that package.”
“All right,” said Father. “I’m calling your bluff. If Loie can beat
that price, I’ll pay for all of us to go to Paris.” And although we had
to agree to stay for more than the four or five nights offered in the
package, Loie did beat the price per night, and Father was gallant
enough to honor his bet. He took us to Paris.
Of course research was necessary, and we turned to our new
email friends, the French Guys, Dana and Mike of Cadogan fame.
2003-11-24
Received From: “Michael”
Subject: Re: Sunday lunch
Dear Bucky,
Thanks for sending on the megalithic website. It’s an intriguing idea,
that’s for sure. The rising waters theory seems to fit our local mega◀
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lithic site, which overlooks a big curve in the river Lot…By the way, few
months ago a 90 year French dolmen-lover took us to a solar temple
we had never heard about before! We’re going to have a party up
there for the winter solstice, to see how it lines up.
Don’t know of any good restaurants open on Sunday by the Jardin
des Plantes (except of the MacDonald’s opposite the Gare Austerlitz!)
but can recommend a metro ride to the Bois de Boulogne to either
L’Auberge du Bonheur (t 01 42 24 10 17) or the rather pricier Le
Pre Catelan (0144 41 14) or the wonderful Pavillon Montsouris in
Parc Montsouris (01 45 88 38 52). And I’m sure you’ll find plenty of
Soleiado outlets in Paris! but yes, for how much? the sales are always
in January and August.
Michael and I have been talking about it and would love to meet up
for megalithics in September. It’s something we’ve always wanted to
do, and it’s an excellent incentive to see Carnac etc with other aficionados. We seem to have nothing on then, so far, so we can put the
dates, once you have them, on the calendar and work around them
if anything else comes up. But of course we’d want to contribute our
share to the house or whatever Loie means to rent! (if you want me
to look into next spring, I can—I’m sure it must be cheaper doing it in
France through gites de france than from the US). I’m pretty sure we
can contribute our boxy old Volvo to the expedition.
Our address is
[snip]
What’s yours?
all best,
Dana

When the time came, it was a difficult decision to go. Two weeks
before we were scheduled to leave, my mother, Yo, passed away.
Although she had been failing for some time, her death was sudden.
(Don’t forget to use your Bookmarks!)
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My brother and I sat with her while she died; she had a nurse call us
and tell us to come to the nursing home. An hour after the call, Yo
passed away.
She had her affairs in good order, had left instructions with our
sister Sarah about funeral arrangements, and although we were in a
daze, everything we had to do was easily accomplished. Of course
I felt we shouldn’t go on a trip abroad just days after Yo’s funeral.
That seemed disrespectful to the sadness of the moment. I asked my
sister Sarah what to do.
“Oh go ahead,” said Sarah. “Yo wouldn’t want you to miss your
trip. There’s nothing else we have to do right away. Take your trip
and some time off. Maybe we’d all like to have some time off, to
just remember for a while and not have to think about business. Go
ahead.”
So we did.

◀
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Day 1: Wednesday, March 17, 2004—Arrival; Cluny Museum
Arrived Paris 7 a.m. arrived Marie Françoise’s about 9 or
9:15 a.m. after €59 taxi ride from CDG. Unpacked, chatted
with Marie Françoise, discussed getting or not Museum
passes and Carte Orange cards. Bucky, Friedrun I parked
Father at the top of the Jardin des Plantes while we went to
the Metro—decided to get Cartes Orange. We had to get our
photos for clipping Father Friedrun passports for photocopying at the post office 15¢—back to house. Finally got
Cartes Oranges. Father told Friedrun to look down the alley
of sycamores, ravens. Walked through the park, archway
building, found the Squirrel restaurant—Bucky andouilette,
I had cassoulet. Once again Bucky was asked if he had eaten
the sausage, this time he could truthfully say yes. Father
was appalled at the prices!
We took the Metro from near the Squirrel restaurant to the
Cluny Museum. We saw a fish griller, pulldown seats with
carvings, of course the famous tapestries. Father Friedrun
fell asleep in the courtyard. Bucky explored around outside
around the corner and found the medieval garden. So all of
us trooped around there and Father Friedrun had another
little nap. We took them across the street to an ATM—we
had been exploring for the ATM, Metro, water—took them
home. (Kids running in garden; Guillaume in his sweater.)
Bucky, Friedrun I walked to the sculpture garden along
the Seine, saw the trees with the Moe haircuts, walked over
the middle bridge to the Isle Saint Louis. Found Rue Isle Saint
Louis—good shopping—bought chocolate oil, went over
Flower Bridge to Notre Dame, walked along the north side to
the square. Fire spinner. Friedrun went home.
We chose a Bib Gourmand recommendation for supper—
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Dome du Marais—walked along Rue Rivoli, past the Hotel
de Ville. Before finding the restaurant we passed a square
of bars street market. We were looking for Rue du Vieux
Temple—Jewish neighborhood. Our 1st encounter with the
“bis” alternate street number system confused us entirely and
we had to ask several times. At 7:30 p.m., with no reservation,
we were put in an outside room/hall at the restaurant.
I had the Menu. Entrée—ham, button mushrooms, piquant
chopped beets, mild green onion, tomatoes with oregano.
Bucky’s entrée—Brittany oysters small sweet, in green apple
juice, some zest of orange onion. A glass of dry cider. Bucky
urged me so steadily made so many umming and ahhing
sounds I was finally persuaded to eat a raw oyster. Maybe
it was the tart apple juice, but in any case I actually tried
one it was good!
We both had Kir cassis to begin. My plate—duck, tomato
sauce with vegetables—carrots, peas, green beans— mashed
potatoes with blueberries parsley. Bucky’s plate—beef
cheek—crusty horseradish wine reduction cheesey potato
skins—caramelized. Pic St. Loup. My dessert—cheese plate
Roquefort, goat stinky delicious—brie? Bucky’s desert—
chocolate tart with ginger sorbet spoon of Apple Brown
Betty, roasty nuts or oat flakes. Bucky—glass of sweet white
wine. After dinner, we walked to the square of bars had
Kir Sancerre. Home at 11:30 or 12.
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Day 2: Thursday, March 18, 2004—Monmartre

&

Father Friedrun snoring—Father didn’t sleep well—
coughing. Breakfast, father Friedrun awoke. Called Sari
about our visit. Bucky saw a new bird in the backyard. Marie
Françoise had to leave for a dental appointment. She said
the weather would be good, so a good day for Montmartre—
so Friedrun told Father this was a good day for the Asian
Museum. Gare d’Austerlitz, used light up board to find
the Metro stop to begin our photocopied walking itinerary—Anvers—art nouveau Metro, looking uphill to Sacré
Coeur. 1/20th through the itinerary we decided we had better
make a reservation at Poulbot Gourmet. Took the little
funicular uphill—walked over the hill found the restaurant
on Lamark—another “bis” address! Back over the hill to
rejoin the walk. We found the “beautiful view” from Place
Calvare, but we didn’t know it. A man played a cello outside a
restaurant.
We stopped briefly in the huge ornate Basilica, lit a candle
for Yo under Mary. Bucky said he was lighting a candle in
the Basilica of Conspicuous Consumption because it was the
biggest one in the city, but that he would also light one in
a pretty church. On the stairs outside, we were passed by a
group of American teens and overheard one saying, “Yes, he
said he’d meet us on the steps at Sacré Coeur at 1:30.” Bucky
was then distraught to think it was that late and we’d hardly
begun the walking itinerary!
Some quick notes on what we saw, in no particular order.
The old church with recycled Roman columns inside—Bucky
lit another candle for Yo. The funny statue of a person half
embedded in a concrete wall—as if walking out of it. The
small cemetery with the silly painter’s tombstone. My shoe-

&

&
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lace breaking Bucky patching it up by tying knots. Another
of the old Art Nouveau metro stations. The old black cat café.
Lots of real cats! The statue of St. Denis holding his head—at
the legendary site of his martyrdom, from there he walked
carrying his head out to where the cathedral is now. Several
streets with Art Nouveau and Art Deco facades. Both old
windmills, but didn’t stop in the one that’s open. We did stop
for coffee/wine in a little place across the street from the one
that’s not open. Then we had to trudge back over/around the
hill to our restaurant it was worth it!
We were seated in the window, probably not the best place
in the house. There were several tables in the small main
room getting a lot more attention than we did—maybe some
regulars? For the record—whew!—
Champagne pastis
L—snails aubergine; B—raw Finistere oysters, salty, a
vinaigrette like in Smlk
L—fish soup, saffron buttery broth with 2 kinds of mussels,
3 kinds of fish, langustino rice; B—duck with peppery aplle
slice reduction, mashed potatoes
Wine—Rully
L—glass of Banyul; B—fromage: goat, Camembert,
Rocquefort
B—L’Terrine Chocolat with creme fraiche

&

&

&

&
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Day 3: Friday, March 19, 2004—Chartres
Up @ 9, breakfast, to Moufftard Market for picnic lunch—
cheese, wine, meets. Father stayed home, Friedrun went with
us. We were getting sure we were lost when, there we were!
Friedrun liked being able to buy just the right amounts of
things.
Back home with supplies, picked up Father, then on to
Chartres. Arrived at Chartres about 1:30—wind coming up,
rain, chilly. But the labyrinth was uncovered! And we all
walked it, then walked around the church a bit. We investigated the crypt tour—only in French at 4:15, no self-guided
tours, but we decided if that was the only way to see the
crypt the famous black Madonna, so be it. Father wanted
to see the half timbered house he’d seen in a book—we found
that, then had lunch in a small teahouse/restaurant. Father
and Friedrun had fish soup with toast rounds the same
sauce Elizabeth had in Sete! Then they had a big Nicoise
salad with tuna anchovies. Bucky I had ham cheese on
baguettes. Then back for the crypt walk—a wonderful fresco
of the Madonna Child which is believed to be the basis for
the blue Madonna in the stained-glass window.
We saw the well Gallic columns. Caesar’s Gallic Wars
speaks of a well in the capital some speculate that this is
the Celtic well the Druids used. Bucky Friedrun were translating as they could. We walked around outside Chartres
admiring the sculpture. Especially the unusual knight with
the sword. Inside we pointed out our 2 favorite Windows—of
course the blue Madonna— Pisces warming his feet. The
Madonna’s sky blue color is the unique Chartres blue, not the
dark cobalt blue so impressive in many windows.
By the time we were getting back to the train station, Bucky

&
&

&

was sleepy in Paris, feeling ill—sick stomach pains. Now
we’re home he’s sleeping. Maybe everything has caught up
with him now.

&
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Day 4: Saturday, March 20, 2004—Samartaine, choucroute
Last night Bucky was really sick. He was vomiting and
going to the bath room. He woke up this morning feeling
better, but needing sleep a day off. I decided to practice
being Parisian, so off I went by Metro to Samartaine department store—a big, multistory, 2 buildings (1 whole building
devoted to men’s apparel). I browsed each f loor—lots of
shoes! finished with hot chocolate peach tart on the windy
rooftop terrace behind the big letters spelling out the name of
the store. There was a good cityscape view. A group of Texans
were taking photos of each other, so I offered to take a shot of
the whole group. One of the ladies asked if I lived in Paris!
I went back to check on Bucky—he was still wanting sleep,
so I went back out, this time taking the Metro to the Arc du
Triomphe to walk the Champs d’Elysée look for a shirt for
Alyssa. The boulevard was full of tourists, American stores,
souvenir shops boutiques. I found a shirt—on sale for 21€!
Across the street was the Louis Vuitton handbag store—the
façade was 2 big handbags!
I walked all along the Champs d’Elysée through the top
half of the Tuileries, down to the walk along the Seine, past
the Louvre, finally the Pont Neuf the Metro to Jussieu. On
this afternoon excursion 4 people asked in French for help
with directions. I’m feeling like a native!
When I got home, Bucky said Marie Françoise her son
Matthew had gone to the hospital. She had “migraine ophthamalogique.” Whatever that really is—wobbly eyes. Of
course we hope this is nothing serious. Bucky was feeling better, so we decided to find Chez Jenny for choucroute—it took
some doing, but we finally found a reference to it in Fodor’s.
Chez Jenny—Boulevard du Temple off Republique Metro—is
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big crowded. Servers were harried impolite. The couple
next to us ordered a huge (76€ for 2) seafood plate—20 or so
kinds of shellfish, raw cooked, all on ice. One of the party
seemed to be looking at us—Bucky thought she wanted to ask
something, but never did.
I, of course, ordered choucroute—with several sausages
and ham pieces. It was good, but not as good as Balzar’s.
Bucky began with Alsatian quiche—creamy and hammy,
then had ham fries—a huge chunk, suite. Near the end of
our meal 2 men replaced the couple to our left. The older one
1st spoke to me in French while Bucky was in the restroom.
The younger man was born in Tunisia his older friend in
Poland. We all began a conversation that lasted until we left.
The man offered to buy a champagne—I had one glass. We
had a small contretemps with our server who insisted we had
3 carafes of wine, we knew we’d had 2. He paid us back 7€,
rather nastily, giving us dirty looks. Our new friends sprang
to our defense plead our case to the maître d’.*
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* In the morning, Marie Françoise told us the story didn’t surprise her—the
restaurant has the reputation of being “fascist.”
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Day 5: Sunday, March 21, 2004—Auberge du Bonheur, Bois du Boulogne; the Heilanens
This was our day for, of course, Sunday lunch. Bucky has
read that family Sunday lunch is a grand French tradition.
Of course after having lunch @ Boffingers on our last trip,
now that we are en famille, we should have it. We chose the
Auberge du Bonheur on the French Guys’ recommendation.
The day was sunny with big clouds. The auberge, in the Bois
du Boulogne, was rustic, but the food service was fabulous friendly. There were many families dogs! The rain
came went, we were they are from noon ’til 4, then a walk in
the Park back to a bus with a final sprint to catch it. Father
Edgett did not have a heart attack when we were trotting to
the bus stop!
This was a real lunch! The table started with oysters—we
didn’t ask where they were from—with the traditional vinaigrette. Father and Freidrun ate a bunch of them before Bucky
could even realize they weren’t sampling the vin’. Marie
Françoise I had duck salad. For our plates, Bucky had beef
bernaise with frites green beans; I had lamb chops. I had
to send mine back as they were just too underdone for me.
But the server was very nice about it. They would have been
perfect for Bucky! Father had duck confit; Friedrun chicken
in cream sauce Marie Françoise had kidneys in cream.
Bucky had a cheese plate, MF I had chocolate cake. There
was red white port with the desserts.
A big family group was having a birthday party for a young
boy, with balloons and steamers and sparklers! They had a
scruffy white Scottie dog under their table. Late in our lunch,
a lady came in with 2 beautiful Alaskan type dogs, very well
behaved. All in all it was a successful Sunday family lunch!
F F went back home with MF. Bucky I went to pay a
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call on Sari Petri Heilanen, who live in the Eiffel Tower! Of
course, not really, but I can’t resist writing that. Before we left
for Paris, Sue Laudeman, a friend of Yo’s, called us and said
we should meet a friend of hers in Paris. Sari had been an
exchange student @ the Laudeman’s years ago, and was now
married to Petri who was a military attaché from Finland to
France. The Heilanens lived at an address on Quay Bramley,
very near the Eiffel Tower. But Mrs. Laudeman had been
insisting they lived in the tower! We had an appointment to
visit the Heilanens were gracious hosts. They had a gorgeous
old row house on the quay. Immense tall ceilings, woodwork,
marble floors. A good view of the tower from the windows, so
perhaps that was the origin of the mistake? We were served a
small tea of champagne, brie paté of fois gras while we chatted about Glyndon the Heilanen’s travels. Their 2 teenage
daughters were called in to say hello, have their photos taken
with the group were gracious about meeting strangers.
After our visit we metroed walked home for a “picnic” supper of breads, cheeses, lunch leftovers, a Cotes du
Rhone white port. Then bed!
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Day 6: Monday, March 23, 2004—Museum of Prehistory

&

Bucky I took the train to Saint-Germain-en-Laye to visit
the Museum of Prehistory. The guidebook said there was a
Lascaux replica there some standing stones at the Chateau,
plus a chapel built by the same architect who built Saint
Chapelle.
We arrived in town just at lunch time, so decided to eat at
a Red Guide recommendation—La Feuittaine (sp?) on Rue
Louviers. It was wonderful. A bottle of Rosé for Bucky
terrine with pickled cabbage mustard ice cream; duck caramelized chocolate fondant. For me haddock fish vegetables
wrapped in cabbage in bacon cream sauce; cod (pappillote
moreu) in tinfoil (!) with vegetables buttery sauce. We were
well fortified for a trip to the museum.
Many of the exhibits were temporarily removed, but we
saw some spectacular Paleolithic art—a cast of the carved
bison some apparently real carved figures—horses, a
lion, some human figures. The animal figures were beautifully finely made. There was also the Brassempouy
head—fantastic! Stuck on a pin tacked to the wall. And the
licking bison, who Bucky believes is biting, not licking.
The Lascaux exhibit was “gone, destroyed”—the young lady
at the gift shop chatting on the phone with a friend was not
very helpful in getting us to understand why it was no longer
there. Perhaps it had always been intended to be temporary?
In the moat around the chateau some stones had been
made into a couple of dolmens/tombs! And at the viewing
point in the park, established decades ago by the France
Motoring Club, the Montmartre sights were obscured by La
Defense! The poor old chapel had most of its stained glass
removed was in disrepair—now being used to display post-
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ers about Louis IV The Fat other French monarchs.
After the museum, we wandered around the old town a
bit, collecting postcards real estate catalogs. I always like to
look over them, just for fun.
Back home, we must have farewell champagne leek quiche
with Marie Françoise, then off to eat AGAIN at L’Alsace on
the Champs Elysee. Marie Françoise called the restaurant to
ask that we get a good table as we were foreign visitors. Once
there, Bucky overheard a conversation that he construed to
mean the good seats were at the windows looking out on the
CE, which ours did, so we seem to have had luck with Marie
Françoise’s help.
Of course I ordered choucroute—champagne—a good
one this time and enough for 2. A bottle of Riesling for me
after, a plate of traditional Muenster cheese—3 kinds—1 with
carraway, one aged. We also received complementary Kir
Royales—we thought Marie Françoise had ordered, but she
had not.
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Day 7: Tuesday, March 24, 2004—Departure
We didn’t see Father this morning, but Friedrun was up
so we had breakfast leaving photos. At about 9:15 Bucky I
set off walking—dragging luggage—to Austerlitz took the
RER C to St. Michael transferred to the B line. I had trouble
managing the Big Blue Suitcase on the elevator it tumbled
down—too big heavy for me to control. Luckily no one was
below me to get hurt! Aside from putting a ticket in the wrong
slot, we got to CDG with no other trouble at about 10:30. We
were glad to have so much time!
Arrived at the Terminal/RER stop took a shuttle to the
terminal. We found United in a dumpy part of the terminal.
Stood around in a line while several employees came past
checking passports asking if anyone had packed our luggage. We were all asked if we would volunteer to fly tomorrow,
business class, paid overnight in a hotel $400 towards a
flight—overbooked! We toyed with the idea briefly before
remembering that would mean once again flying United!
Then we were told to step back because there was abandoned luggage that might explode. They didn’t seem to have
a good system for telling passengers what to do. After a wait
of 10–15 min., we could go again, then at the next stop we
checked our bags got seat assignments. Then up the hamster
tube to Gate 1, which is actually Satellite 1, which is about
46 miles away. Finally, security. All of this took from 10:30—
about noon with 12:15 beginning boarding. Approaching the
coast of North America 7 p.m Paris time. Bumpy air.
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Afterword
From: Marie Françoise Turpin
Sent: Sunday, april 4, 2004
To: Loie
Subject: PARIS
Hello Loie
Translation:
“Thank you very, very much for the sweet T-shirt. It’s ‘super chouette’*
“Bisous”
Lucille

* Literally, an owl. However, also, agreeable; an interjection marking enthusiasm or
satisfaction.
◀
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The Quick and the Dead

The Musée des Antiquités Nationales in Saint-Germain en Laye,

outside of Paris, is a funny old place. It’s housed in the chateau
which was the home of French royalty before Versailles. You walk a
bridge over the moat to get in. The exhibits inside are simple: wall
cases of artifacts. There are no fancy dioramas or multi-media
presentations. Just the stuff. And what stuff! Carvings, in stone and
bone and ivory, of animals and people; all of it marvelously interpretive, and obviously done by people who had spent a lot of time
studying their subjects. The artists had included just the details
needed to portray what looks to us like the soul of their subjects. Or
if not the soul, at least the essence of the power and attractiveness
of all those vitally alive animals and people. Mixed in with the
realistic art pieces are small examples of the finely made tools and
a few abstract designs, as well. It’s beautiful stuff. Then, you turn a
corner into the Neolithic room, and it’s all different.
Now you’re looking at crudely formed clay pots, decorated with,
at most, some chevrons or patterns of dots. There are huge pieces
of unadorned stone jewelry, obviously painstakingly and perfectly
formed, but without any indication of life about them. There are
magnificent stone axe heads, ground and polished to a fare thee
well, but that’s it. They’re axe heads. They may be the most perfectly
symmetrical and balanced axe heads you’ll ever see, but they are
plain as a pike.
Everything has changed. There are no representations of people,
except for a few totally crude, almost unrecognizably abstract
“statue menhirs.”
“Are these real?” Loie said. The ones we were examining were
crisply carved.
“I don’t know. I can’t translate the little cards. It doesn’t look like
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either of them say reproduction.” But they certainly looked too new
to be of the vintage we saw in the fields: worn absolutely smooth.
All the artifacts in the Neolithic room are obviously utilitarian:
pots, axe heads, jewelry. Some of them, particularly the best axe
heads, may have been too finely made to actually have been used to
chop wood. But nowhere in the Musée des Antiquités Nationales
Neolithic room do you see any indication of living things.
This change struck Loie and I so forcibly that we had to walk
back to the Paleolithic room, and look around again. Had we
gotten a wrong impression? We walked back and forth between
the rooms a couple of times. The impression was still there. The
Paleolithic room certainly had its share of utilitarian objects, few
of them as finely made as the Neolithic room’s best examples. But
the Paleolithic room teemed with life, and the Neolithic room was
dead as a doornail.
Whatever hands had created all those things had very obviously
been guided by some completely different ways of thinking. Had
people gone from being artists to being technicians, or what?
This was a puzzler. We talked it over a lot, both on the trip and
after we returned home. The impression definitely stuck with us, at
least until I began to look over our home library reference materials,
and to google around.
“OK,” I said, “There’s a problem here.”
“Oh, I see,” said Loie.
I was showing her a web site about the bull shrines and odd
murals from the great Neolithic village of Çatal Huyuck in
Anatolian Turkey. The Anatolian artifacts and paintings are not
“life-like.” They are abstract—or perhaps just crude—representations of animals and people, but they are pictures of living things.
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There are, from the Middle East, Neolithic human skulls, plastered over with clay, whose eye sockets hold seashells which look
like strange staring eyes. They also are crude things, at least to our
sensibilities. But seeing pictures of these skulls reminded me of the
Neolithic passage grave we saw in Scotland, where skulls had been
arranged along the wall, and of the burial of skulls under the “beds”
at Scara Brae, the amazingly well preserved Neolithic village only
miles away from the passage grave. Of course, skulls can represent
death, but they are also remnants of living things. The living and
dead dichotomy was beginning to get little blurred.
Perhaps the Quick and the Dead wasn’t the watershed it had
appeared?
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